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say 0 ^ X g 1. Let qt = <p{ (X), = \p< (X), (i = 1, 2, ■ • • , n), where <p{ , i/\ have con-
tinuous derivatives on A and (<, \p<) traces out a simple closed curve c, as X traverses A.
This induces the relationships Q, = <£, (X), P{ = SF, (X). Because the transformation is
canonical, ($, (X), ^ (X)) also traces out a simple closed curve C, in the (Q, , P<) plane
as X traverses A, and

£ [<f Pi dQ< - j> Pi dffl] = Z [/o' d*m - f* *,(X) dW»]
Ci a

= f1'dH(q(\), p(X)) = 0.
''O

Thus, correctly,

Z <f P< dQi = E <f pt dq< .
»-l J »-l J

Ci Ci

Now the mistake is made of using Stokes' theorem J"cxdy = J/x dx dy to complete
the "proof". But for this formula to hold, C must be positively oriented. Now in the
case at hand and c, have the orientations which are given to them by the mapping
from A, and these are not necessarily all the same (examine the Example). We could
use Stokes' theorem in the form

JJ dqt dpi = (—1)" £ Pi dqt and jj dQ{ dPi = (—1)" (J) Pi dQ< ,
S i C i iS % C i

where <r, and p, are 0 or 1 according as c{ or C{ respectively is traversed negatively
or positively as X traverses A. Thus a correct formulation is

E (-1)" ff dqt dPi = fj (-1)" Jj dQt dP< .
i( Si

This subject, as well as other topics in mathematical physics, can be presented in a
more unified and elegant fashion through the use of Cartan's exterior differential calculus.
This the writer hopes to do in a later paper.

ON A GENERALIZATION OF SYNGE'S CRITERION FOR SUFFICIENT
STABILITY OF PLANE PARALLEL FLOWS*

By S. I. PAI (University of Maryland)

In Ref. [1], Synge derived sufficient conditions for the stability of plane Couette flow
and plane Poiseuille flow of incompressible fluid. In the present note, the conditions are
generalized so that the problem of velocity profiles with point of inflection and with
either finite or infinite boundary condition or both may be included.
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The Orr-Sommerfeld equation [2] for stability of two-dimensional parallel flow of
incompressible fluid may be written as follows:

iaR(wL — w")<f> — iacRLtp = LL<p, (1)

where L = d2/dy2 — a, x is the coordinate in the direction of the flow; y, the coordinate
perpendicular to x; t, the time; w = w(y), the velocity profile of steady flow;
4>{y) exp {ia(x — ct)\, the disturbance stream function; c, the disturbance phase velocity
which may be complex, i.e. c = cr + ic{ ; a the disturbance wave number which is chosen
positive, and R, the Reynolds number of steady flow.

If the boundaries (finite or infinite) of the flow field are at t/, and y2 , the boundary
conditions on the disturbance amplitude function are given by

4>(y i) = 0, <f>(y2) = 0,

<t>\y 0 = 0, <t>'(y2) = 0,
where primes denote differentiation with respect to y.

(2)

Multiplying (1) by <j>cdy and integrating for the range (yx , y2) we obtain

iacR(I\ + a2 ID = ictRQ + (J2 + 2 a2/2 + a4/2), (3)

where

11 = f" dy, I\ = ["' dy, = f" 0"0C" dy, (4)
Jyx JVl Jyx

pVa /»yj

Q = / [w<t>'<l)'c + (aw + w")4xl>c] dy + / w'<t>'<fic dy,

and the subscript c indicates the conjugate complex quantity. The values of all the
above integrals are finite for finite or infinite boundaries (see [3]).

Taking the imaginary part of (3) and simplifying, we have

f (w - cr)<t>'4>'e dy + a J £(w> - cr) + dy = 0. (5)

If cr < 0, and w is assumed positive, so that the first integral is positive, the second
integral must be negative somewhere in the range (j/a , y2); thus we have

W^in
Cr ^ 2q;2 ^m'n i

where wmin is a negative quantity.
In the case of cr > 0, if cr > wmax , the first integral is negative; the second integral

must then be positive somewhere in the range (t/x , y2). Thus we have

to,"
C'r ^ ^max ' I ; i 2 J

max

2a2

where to"„ is a positive quantity. The value of c, must therefore lie in the following range:
wn'• Wfr

+ wmin < Cr < gr + . (6)
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For plane Couette flow w" = 0, we have

Wmin < cr < wm„ . (6a)

For plane Poiseuille flow w" = constant (negative quantity), wmia = 0 the sufficient
conditions become

< cr < . (6b)

Equations (6a) and (6b) have been found by Synge [1]. For flow without inflection
point, the velocity of propagation of disturbances is either within a certain range (6a)
or bounded on one side (6b). But for flow with inflection point, there is no bound for
the velocity of propagation of disturbance (6).

Equation (6), however, does not tell us anything directly about stability. For the
discussion of stability, we take the real part of (3); we have

-2ac,R(I\ + a2II) = iaRIm{Q - Qc) + 2(7* + 2a2/? + a4/2), (7)
where

M

or

M

(8)1J.Q - Q<) = /.[2 J" to'*'*. dyj.
It is easily seen that

I UQ - Q.) I < 2qhh , (9)
where q = | w' |m„ .

For any real constant a and b, we have

= [ (<t> + + b<t>")(<t>c + aw'Q'c + b<t>'c') dy > 0 (10)
V >

= 1*0 + a2 r w'We dy + b2I\ - a f" w"M>c dy,
*'»i ^Vi

— 2bll — ab f w"<t>'<t>'c dy > 0. (11)
Jvi

Hence, if a and b are any positive numbers,

b2I\ > I\{2b + abp - a2q2) + H(ap - 1), (12)
where

P = | w" |mai . (13)

Substituting (9) and (12) into (7) we have

ac,Rb\I\ + all) < b'aRqloh - I\{2b + abp - a2q2 + 2a2b2)

- Il(ap - 1 + b2a ). (14)
Therefore the stability condition c,- < 0 is satisfied provided

(b2aRq)2 < 4(26 + abp - a2q2 + 2a2b2)(ap - 1 + b2a*), (15)
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where a and b are any positive real constants satisfying

2b + abp - a2q2 + 2aV >0, ap - 1 + b'a > 0. (16)

Lessen's criterion [3] corresponds to p = 0, q = 1 of (16).
We may choose some values for a and b to get a criterion for jet flow. If we put

a = K/<xp, b = Kq2/*p\ (17)

where K is an arbitrary constant such that K > 1 and K2q4/p4 > 1, Eq. (16) is satisfied
for all a and (15) becomes

(.Rq)2 < 8 a I jL 3 _ 2 , (, _pM jpl „ . T>' 1
+ Kq2 a K2q4 + V K2q2) Kq4 + k2?6 J ' (18)

Equation (18) seems to be the criterion which is suitable for jet type flow. As a tends
to be zero, the flow will be stable for a finite Reynolds number.
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A note on my paper

A FORMULA FOR AN INTEGRAL OCCURRING IN THE THEORY OF
LINEAR SERVOMECHANISMS AND CONTROL-SYSTEMS

Quarterly of Applied Mathematics, X, 205-213 (1952)

By HANS BtlCKNER

Replace DZ1 by in formula (36'), replace a2 by a\ in formula (44), replace 2 V
by Y in formula (45). Formula (46) is correct and corresponds to corrected formula (44).

The author wishes to thank Mr. Kenneth Geohegan and Mr. Edwinn Kinnen for
their check of formulae (36') and (44).
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50-100 Binomial tables. By Harry G. Romig. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, and
Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London, 1953. xxvii + 172 pp. $4.00.
The value of the individual terms and the sum of the first x terms of [P + (1 — P)]" are given for n

in the range 50 to 100 in steps of 5 and p in the range 0.01 to 0.50 in steps of 0.01 to six decimal places
although the last place is doubtful. The introduction, written in a clear and concise manner, describes
the use of the tables, its application to quality control and its relation to the ratio of the incomplete
/3-function to the complete /3-function. The tabulated data are easy to read but the nature of the entries
prevents a more uniform tabulation.

S. L. Levy


